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WASHINGTON: US factory activity continued to
expand in August but manufacturers struggled with
ongoing supply chain snarls while employment con-
tracted again, according to an industry survey re-
leased Wednesday. Defying expectations for a
modest decline, the Institute for Supply Manage-
ment (ISM) reported its manufacturing index rose
slightly from July to 59.9 percent last month, ex-
tending the sector’s recovery from last year’s down-
turn caused by the pandemic.

However, “companies and suppliers continue to
struggle at unprecedented levels to meet increasing
demand,” ISM manufacturing survey chair Timothy
Fiore said. “All segments of the manufacturing econ-
omy are impacted by record-long raw-materials
lead times, continued shortages of critical basic ma-
terials, rising commodities prices and difficulties in
transporting products,” he said in a statement.

The impact of the supply chain snarls was seen
in the data, with the order backlog index rising
about three percentage points to 68.2 percent.
Otherwise the report was generally positive, with
new orders climbing about two points to 66.7 per-
cent, production gaining a similar amount to 60
percent and inventories crossing the 50-percent
threshold indicating expansion with a 54.2 percent
reading in August.

The data also showed supplier deliveries were
speeding up, an indication that an end to the back-
logs and delays may be coming. “Business is strong.
Part shortages are our largest business constraint.
We cannot fulfill orders to customers in reasonable
lead times,” an electrical equipment, appliances and
components firm told the survey.

However, employment declined nearly four points
to 49 percent, returning to contractionary territory
after a single month of expansion. Fiore said “com-
panies are still struggling to meet labor-manage-
ment plans” but said there were signs the situation
will again improve, as a large majority of companies
say they are recruiting, and fewer are expressing is-
sues filling open positions.

Ian Shepherdson of Pantheon Macroeconomics
said although supply chain problems are not likely
to worsen further, he believed manufacturing was
primed for a pullback, pointing to surveys from
China which tend to predict the path of US industry
and show the sector contracting.

“Stepping back from the COVID noise, the un-
derlying rate of growth of manufacturing output
probably is slowing, both in the Unites States and
elsewhere, but this was inevitable, given the unsus-
tainable strength of the initial rebound,” Shepherd-
son wrote in an analysis.—AFP 

US factory activity expands
but employment contracted

Manufacturers struggling with ongoing supply chain snarls

MIAMI: In this file photo, employees work as they make respiratory masks in a family-owned
medical equipment factory in north Miami, Florida. —AFP

Brazil economy 
contracts 0.1% in Q2
RIO DE JANEIRO: Brazil’s economy performed worse than ex-
pected in the second quarter of 2021, contracting 0.1 percent in the
latest sign the Latin American giant’s pandemic recovery has lost
steam. Analysts had forecast growth of around 0.2 percent, but the
economy appeared to take a hit from high unemployment, surging
inflation and a bad drought that is raising concerns about electricity
supply from crucial hydropower plants.

The reversal from the first quarter’s surprisingly strong 1.2 percent
growth is bad news for President Jair Bolsonaro as he battles slump-
ing popularity in the build-up to elections in October next year. Hit
hard by the drought in the south and central-west, the agribusiness
sector registered the worst output contraction for the April-June pe-
riod, shrinking 2.8 percent, said the national statistics institute, IBGE.
Industry retreated 0.2 percent, while the service sector expanded
0.7 percent, it said. Analysts had been upbeat on Latin America’s
biggest economy after Brazil’s better-than-expected first quarter.

But the outlook has recently turned bleaker, with unemployment
stubbornly high at 14.1 percent, inflation soaring to 8.99 percent —
well above the central bank’s target ceiling of 5.25 percent — and
the worst drought in nearly a century fueling fears that electricity
shortages could be on the horizon. Brazil depends on hydro power
for around two-thirds of its electricity capacity. But low water levels
mean its dams produce less energy. That has forced the national
electricity agency, ANEEL, to hike customers’ rates in a bid to curb
consumption. However, the sharp rise in electric bills — with an av-
erage increase of 6.78 percent predicted for September — is only
fueling other price increases, economists say.

‘No big recovery’ 
The situation has left economic policy makers with no good op-

tions. “We’re seeing high inflation across the board, which is forcing
the central bank to raise interest rates.... But that makes the economy
slow down,” said Paula Magalhaes, chief economist at consulting
firm A.C. Pastore & Associados.

Uncertainty over the impact of the coronavirus Delta variant on
the country with the world’s second-highest COVID-19 death toll
— 580,000 — is also weighing on the economy. Analysts polled by
the central bank are currently forecasting Brazil’s economy will grow
5.22 percent this year, after shrinking 4.1 percent in 2020, battered
by the pandemic. With the weak second-quarter growth figure, this
year’s outlook is now likely to be revised down again, said Etore
Sanchez, chief economist at Ativa Investimentos. “This contraction
surprised the market,” he said. “We’re not really seeing any big re-
covery in the economy. It’s going to be very gradual and slow.” The
weakening economy could hurt Bolsonaro, whose approval rating
has fallen to the lowest of his term, 23 percent, according to a poll
last month by XP/Ipespe. —AFP

Shell plans 50,000 
UK electric car 
charging points
LONDON: Anglo-Dutch oil giant Royal Dutch Shell unveiled
plans Wednesday to install up to 50,000 electric car charging
points in Britain in the coming years. Shell said in a statement that
its Ubitricity subsidiary aims to reach the target by late 2025,
under the company’s transition toward green energy.

Ubitricity, which was founded in Germany in 2008 and pur-
chased by Shell earlier this year, provides on-street electric vehi-
cle charging across Europe. It already has 3,600 charging points
in Britain, using existing street infrastructure such as bollards and
lamp posts. “The move is part of a wider effort to bring more elec-
tric vehicle charging availability to the millions of UK drivers with-
out private parking and help local authorities get their charging
networks up and running as quickly as possible,” Shell said.

The UK government’s Office of Zero Emission Vehicles cur-
rently pays 75 percent of the cost for installation of on-street elec-
tric car charging. The oil giant is prepared to pay remaining costs
for local authorities to instal Ubitricity charge points.

Britain plans to ban sales of high-polluting diesel and petrol
cars from 2030 as part of efforts to reach net zero carbon emis-
sions by 2050. That has helped spark a raft of investments in elec-
tric car manufacturing facilities and also in charging infrastructure.

Rival UK oil major BP had bought EV charging firm Charge-
master in 2018, as it also bet on booming demand in the coming
decades. Shell had said in June that it would accelerate plans to
cut carbon emissions following a court order in the Netherlands.

The court in The Hague ordered Shell to slash its greenhouse
gas emissions by 45 percent by 2030 in a landmark victory by cli-
mate activists with implications for energy firms worldwide. —AFP

Unemployment has soared in Brazil due to the coronavirus
pandemic.— AFP


